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favorable fuel contract, but so far, have been unsuccessful. We
will keep trying.

WHAT DO ALASKA,
AUSTRALIAN FARMS
AND AG’S FOOD SHOW
HAVE IN COMMON?

CHANGE:
THE ONLY CONSTANT

Over the last couple of months, we began the conversion to Food
Club items to replace the Shurfine products
As the tape recorder glitches,
that we are no longer able to buy. We will be
Rebecca says, “You would make a
really bad spy.” Laughter ensues
moving forward with this conversion more
and the air just feels more comrapidly this fall, so it can be expected that
fortable. This isn’t unusual for
Rebecca though—putting people
Food Club items will be appearing at a
at ease. Her bubbling smile and
more accelerated rate. This process has
positive charm are contagious,
been very challenging for both our retail
and they help to create an instant
connection. This charisma has
customers and our procurement departments,
served her well throughout her
as this process requires tremendous attention to detail
three years at AG, and is one of
*Rebecca Mertz
the primary reasons coworkers
and includes numerous variables that we cannot control.
and
customers
alike
love
to
work
with
her.
The process is complicated even further by the rapidly
Raised on a farm in Alaska for the first ten years of her life, she’s been no
changing environment of private brand suppliers. Packstranger to hard work and an organic lifestyle. In fact, she attributes her
passion for organic and specialty foods in part to her childhood in the Great
ers of private label products are continuing to put more
North. “I’ve been around agriculture and good food my whole life,” tells
and more pressure on wholesalers and retail chains, by
Rebecca. “After I graduated high school I went backpacking in Australia for
increasing the minimum production run requirements,
six months, working on organic farms.” There’s no doubt her early exposure
to self-sustained living and bit of wanderlust triggered her passion for all
which limits SKU assortment. I would like to thank our
things organic.
customers for their patience and understanding, as
Rebecca’s professional journey began in retail. Prior to coming to AG she
we continue with the process. I also want to thank
worked for five years at a local Health Food Store as Assistant Manager and a
buyer for Grocery and Supplements, gaining great experience in wholesale/bulk
our procurement team for their hard work and
buying of natural products. Interestingly enough, she had no intentions of leavprecise detail-orientation during this conversion.
ing that job. She explains, “I was happy where I was, but completely by chance
Although we are all facing some immediate frusI saw a posting from AG as a Junior Buyer in the Specialty Category. Had the job
not been in that field I never would have applied.” She related the entire process
trations, it is important to remember that we will
to fate, as her first day was only three weeks after an initial interview.
be in a far better place when the conversion to
Two years in to her career at AG she was promoted from Junior Buyer to Buyer,
Food Club is complete. Many of the challenges
and her passion for the specialty/organics category has only continued to
grow.
When asked about her favorite part of her job, Rebecca was quick to
we have had with the Shurfine brands will only
discuss this passion: “It’s not only the products themselves and the stories
get worse, as more wholesalers move away
behind them, but I enjoy teaching people, too, and explaining why something is
a really cool product.”
from the Shurfine label.
Rebecca’s support of and belief in what she does made her an easy pick to be
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Our Corporate Store Groups have had a successful first half of the
fiscal year. Our Legacy Group, AG Supermarkets, just missed their sales
budget but have exceeded their budget for net income. They have consistently exceeded prior year’s performance as well. Our new group,
AG Supermarkets Vermont, is off to a great start, too. Similar to the
Legacy Group, the Vermont stores also just missed their sales budget, but exceeded their budget for net income. I would like to thank
the associates from the AGS-VT group for such a smooth transition,
along with their openness and support of the change.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Since the last issue of the Distributor published in March, your Board
has worked on a number of important
issues. At the May Board meeting,
Company CFO, Steve Murphy, presented the financial results for the
year ending March 31, 2018. Especially
noted was that the consolidated sales
increased by 2.6% over the prior year
and net income (before patronage and
taxes) increased 26.8%, for a total of
$4,441,831. Returns to the Members in
the form of patronage, was $3.5 million,
which was an increase of 32.8% over the
prior year. As the results showed, it was another strong financial year for your company,
and just as importantly, it was a year of very
consistent performance. We are also proud to
share that the value of Class B stock rose once
again, increasing by $5.00 per share in FY 2018,
to $223 per share. This is the 11th year in a row
that Class B stock has increased!

Both Corporate Store Groups have been greatly impacted by
The May meeting began with a moment of silence
road construction projects. Sully’s Goffstown has been hit by a
in
memory of Richard Delay, a former Member of AG
major downtown project for nearly two years now. The project is
and longtime Director, who had recently passed away.
thankfully nearing completion and we will now focus on growing
Then a number of subcommittees reported to the
the business we have lost, as some shoppers have shifted to
Board, one of which was the Nominating Committee.
They noted that several excellent candidates came forshopping at other, more convenient locations. Harvest Market
ward
to apply for four open Board positions in June. After
of Wolfeboro was impacted the entire spring, and after taking
the Committee’s extensive interviews, thorough deliberaa break for the summer season, construction is resuming
tions and consideration of other critical factors, the Board
this fall. The most recent construction project, near the
accepted four recommendations
Shelburne Market in Vermont, has also proven to be a great
to present to the Membership
Committee at the June Annual
detriment to their sales. This was originally supposed to be
Meeting; included in these four
a two week project that has taken on a life of its own due
recommendations were two new
to unforeseen complications. Although this has signifimembers who had never previously
cantly impacted sales, our teams have pressed on and
served on the Board. It is always
promising to see such qualified candicontinue to produce excellent results.
continued on page 3

dates apply for these positions as they
become available. As your Chairman, I
continued on page 2

*Mike Daley
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In closing, I would like to thank our associone of the AG Food Show’s new co-chairs alongside Jon Calligandes, Senior Meat
Buyer. When prior co-chairs, Lenny Miner and Christine Letares were asked about
ates for their participation in volunteerism
their decision to nominate Rebecca and Jon, they were quick to answer. The show
and fundraising events. AG associates
needed a new set of eyes, and between Jon’s experience with AG and its customers and Rebecca’s creative and refreshing demeanor, it was an exciting opportunity
have recently participated in the NH Food
for them to tackle together.
Bank Mac Off, the United Way Day of
In speaking about the show, Rebecca said, “Lenny and Christine have been really
Caring, Making Strides Cancer Walk and
great stewards of it, and gave it to us functioning really well. Jon and I were able to
Real Men Wear Pink. Our associate’s
just pick it up and run with it, and just try to make it a little more modern.”
Even
within their first year of show-coordination, Jon and Rebecca have
willingness to give back to our combeen able to do just that. Aside from rebranding the Food Shows as
munities is one of the many things
“CORE” (Cooperatively Owned Retail Expo) they have introduced upgraded
item cases, implemented sponsorship packages for the first time and wel- CORE
that make me so proud to work for
comed guests upon arrival with customer bags. Continuing with the modern
AG. Thank you all for all you do!
trend, Rebecca and Jon sent out online surveys to receive instant and orga-

It’s hard to imagine that the summer and second
quarter are behind us, bringing us halfway through
the fiscal year! I am happy to report that although
we have trailed behind our sales budget, we remain
ahead of prior year sales and have exceeded our
*Mike Violette
budget for net income. I am very optimistic that
our sales will continue to grow and we will close the gap on our sales budget shortfall. I am also very confident that we will maintain, if not grow,
our positive variance over budgeted net income.
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nized feedback about the show. Based on the snapshot of responses alone, it’s already
evident that their hard work is paying off, and that the new generation of AG’s food shows
are here.
There is no doubt Rebecca Mertz is a shining star at Associated Grocers. She has flourished
over these past few years, proving her dependability and exponential potential in building
strong relationships with others. She is an asset to the procurement department as well as
the company as a whole, and it will be exciting to see where her professional evolution takes
her next.
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want to remind and encourage Members
to let us know, through the annual nomination process, if you have an interest in
serving on the Board.
Additional subcommittees met in May,
and all had positive accomplishments
to report back to the Board. The Audit
Committee received a clean report from
the auditors, along with pointed recognition in regards to the preparedness
and proactive nature of AG Management. The Capital Structure Committee
successfully made their recommendations to the Board for the allocation of
Patronage distribution to Members for
the year ended March 31, 2018. I would
like to thank all of the Committee members for their diligence, and their very
challenging behind-the-scenes work to
ensure your Cooperative continues to
run smoothly.
The Annual Meeting was held on June
20th at Grace Capital Church, a great
neighbor to the Cooperative, as they
continue to allow us to hold our Annual
Meeting there. The meeting was called
to order and we thanked the Members
for their attendance. Following the
introductory speech, Steve Murphy,
CFO, gave the annual Treasurer’s report
for the FY 2018 Financial Statements.
Steve noted key highlights of the year,
reporting on sales, earnings and patronage at Associated Grocers, French
& Bean, ALC, AG Supermarkets, and the
recently acquired five stores in Vermont, under the AGS Vermont moniker.
Ed Rawson, SVP of Sales & Merchandising, also spoke at the Annual Meeting, giving the audience an update on
sales by subsidiary and geographic
area. Ed went on to overview key programs being offered by AG to our Membership and Affiliated customers. Ed
then reviewed major expansions and
remodels over the past year, including
one new “from the ground up” store,
which was City Market/Onion River
Coop in Burlington, Vermont.
Mike Violette, President and CEO,
delivered his President’s Message,
noting the many new Own Brands are
coming to our membership. Not only
does this include the transition from
Western Family and Shurfine to Topco, but it also consists of the more

recently introduced family brands and
brands that will be introduced in the
coming months. The fact that this has
been such a long process with a lot of
changes has not gone unnoticed. We
are confident that in the long run the
strength of many new offerings, coupled with the greater purchasing power
of the warehouses utilizing Topco, will
be a huge benefit for our membership.
As a part of his message, Mike also
reviewed the newly acquired corporate
stores in Jericho, Richmond, Shelburne,
Waterbury, & Johnson, Vermont, all of
which were previously owned by Mike
Comeau, a member of AGNE and former
Director.
Mike concluded his message by highlighting the continued strength of our
Members. Regardless of the tremendous changes in the business communities across the country, they consistently prove to be more nimble than any
of the big box retailers, and thus more
resilient. With their focus on excellent
customer service and strong support
of the local communities they serve,
Independent Retailers will continue to
be successful far into the future.
Following the Annual Meeting, the
Board had a brief meeting, electing two
Directors Emeriti for the 2018 - 2019
term; Thomas E. Bradbury and Terry P.
Appleby. We also welcomed two newly
elected Board Members; Andrew D.
Costello, owner of Bradford General
Store and more recently, P&L Country
Market, both in Maine, and Christopher
J. Crosby, of Crosby’s Markets, a seven
store Supermarket group in Massachusetts. Both new Board members
bring years of experience to the Board
and will be invaluable additions to the
team’s dynamic. The Board also voted
in the Corporate Officers for the 2018
– 2019 Term.
Under new business, the Board approved one new Member application,
Jake’s Market & Deli, located in Canaan, Hew Hampshire.
At the July Board meeting, the annual
election of Directors and Officers of
the Subsidiaries took place.
Also at this meeting, Steve Felton,
General Manager of the C-store division, gave a presentation to the

Board on the Convenience Store
group, highlighting the developments
in this segment of the business. The
many offerings we have available will
strengthen our existing C-store base,
as well as also allow us to expand that
base in the future.

on schedule or under budget!

Following the presentation, Steve
Murphy, CFO, presented the financial
results for the 1st quarter of the new
fiscal year, noting that although sales
were under budget, they continue to
stay ahead of prior year. Income before
patronage is running ahead of budget,
as well as the prior year for the 1st
quarter. Operating expenses were
under budget, while Other Income was
slightly over budget. The new AGS Vermont stores continue to perform well
and, although slightly below the sales
budget, produced a strong bottom line
in the first quarter. They exceeded
budget due to strong gross margins
and lower than budgeted payroll and
benefits costs.

Under new business, the Board approved
five new Member applications: Black Duck
Market, in Newburyport, MA, Jake’s Market
& Deli, in Enfield, NH, Leominster Market in
Leominster, MA, Savas Liquor in Lakeville,
ME and Young’s General Store, in Pittsburg,
NH.

Discussions were also held on the possibility
of installing solar energy at the warehouse,
as energy costs continue to increase. This
is something that we will actively stay on
top of, as the energy market is constantly
changing, and costs continue to rise.

Lastly, we just returned from our October
Board Retreat, which included a road trip
to a number of Member stores in Vermont,
including the newly acquired corporate
stores purchased by your Cooperative
from a former Member last winter. These
stores, along with the other stores we
visited, clearly demonstrate that independents know how to stand tall against any
and all competition. If you happen to be in
Vermont for business or pleasure, please
make a point of stopping by at least one
of these new stores--you will find it to be
time well spent!

At the July meeting we also welcomed
the following new Members: South End
Food Emporium in Boston, MA, Grist Mill
Market in Moodus, CT, and Mahoney
City Food Stores in Mahoney City, PA-our first member store in that state!

Speaking of the new corporate stores,
Mike Evans, Vice President and General
Manager of AG Supermarkets Vermont,
presented to the Board the financial
performance of each store in the group,

At the September Board meeting,
Peter Vail, our recently hired Vice
President of Procurement and Merchandising, joined the meeting and was
introduced to the Board. Peter brings
with him over 30 years of retail food experience, most recently with Meijer in
Grand Rapids Michigan, where he was
Vice President of Produce, Deli & Bakery, after working with Hannaford Bros.
for the majority of his earlier career. We
are excited to welcome Peter, and we
are certain he will bring his knowledge
to this area of the business, and take it
to the next level!
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We had a hot and humid summer, which
was good for our business, but takes its
toll on our warehouse and transportation
folks. They did a great job throughout
the summer, getting the job done and
taking care of our customers. The end of
summer was particularly challenging for
our warehouse associates, as we were
short-handed when much of our summer
help returned to college in mid-August. It
was a difficult spring and summer to hire
full-time warehouse help and we had to
use more summer help than we typically
do. Our warehouse associates worked
some very long days and weeks to get
the job done. I cannot thank them enough

The September meeting included a review of the existing corporate stores,
referencing the challenges faced in
both Goffstown and Wolfeboro, NH;
the extensive and ongoing road and
sidewalk construction has proven to
be a real detriment to sales. This is
something so many of our retailers will
have to inevitably endure, and I have
yet to see one of these projects finish
continued on 5
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including key programs and product assortments. He complimented the Board
on how smoothly the transition went from
being a Member Retailer to part of AG
Supermarkets, and that he truly thanks AG
for being so welcoming to all associates at
all five stores.
Following the presentation, Steve Murphy,
CFO, presented the financial results for
the 2nd quarter of the fiscal year, noting
that although sales were still slightly under
budget, they continue to stay ahead of
prior year. Income before patronage continued to stay ahead of budget in the 2nd
quarter, in large part due to strong gross
margins and keeping operating expenses
below budget. Other Income was slightly
under budget in the 2nd quarter, but just
ahead of budget YTD. The new AGS Vermont stores continue to perform well and
although slightly below the sales budget,
they produced a strong bottom line that
exceeded budget in the 2nd quarter. Overall, it was a very successful summer for AG,
the most financially important time of the
year for making our bottom line numbers!
Once again, it is great to be serving as your
Board Chairman and I’m truly excited about
the many ways in which we continue to
strive to exceed your expectations in this
ever-changing retail environment.
Best wishes to all our Members.
From your Board of Directors

for their hard work and commitment to
AG and to our Retailers. I am happy to
share that we have been successful in
hiring the people we needed and we are
working on getting them fully trained.
I am sure you have heard the news of
the shortage of truck drivers throughout the country. We have been fortunate that we have been able to remain
fully staffed with AG drivers; however,
we have been significantly impacted by
the shortage of drivers who deliver our
incoming freight. This has caused many
of our inbound deliveries to be delayed,
which has in turn greatly affected our
service levels. We have increased our inventory levels to minimize some of this
impact, but with dated product, we are

SMALL-PACK
PRODUCE
The Small-Pack Produce Program was
designed to enable retailers to keep
shelves from going stale and to continue
product movement by introducing the
ability to buy product in smaller quantities. Not only is the product made to order
to ensure freshness, but it’s also packed
in quantities suitable for quick and easy
turnaround at store level. It’s ease and
effectiveness has made interest in the
program grow across all retailers. In fact,
first year results showed an 18% increase
in cases ordered over the previously in
place program. This upward momentum
has only continued, as YTD FY 2019 sales
show an additional 25% increase in cases
sold. Because of the program’s success,
it is being expanded to include re-packing
meat items, too, to reduce waste and
maximize profit. With any program, but
particularly newly initiated ones, Associated Grocers is always looking for feedback; we would love to hear from retailers
on different items that they would like to
see part of this program.

limited on how much additional product
we can hold.
This driver shortage has also had a
severe impression on the cost of freight.
We will continue to do all we can to
minimize the impact of these additional
freight costs.
The other challenge we are facing with
transportation is the cost of fuel. I am
sure you have noticed that fuel costs
have risen and are remaining high; we
are currently paying nearly $1.00 more
per gallon for diesel than we were a
year ago. We have been able to avoid
increasing our fuel surcharge thus far,
but we are nearing the top of our threshold. We have been trying to secure a
continued on back page
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CONVENIENCE STORE PERSON OF THE YEAR
One of AG’s very own ACG customers, Howie Glynn of Howie Glynn & Sons Convenience Stores,
was recently presented the New Hampshire Grocers Association (NHGA) “2018 Convenience
Store Person of the Year” award. Howie and his family have been running four stores across New
Hampshire since 1972, in addition to his fuel delivery business, B&H Oil. During the award ceremony, CEO & President of the NHGA, John Dumais, said “We are very proud to present this award
to Howie. He has been an outstanding member who has shown the true entrepreneurial spirit of
running a family business…in all of his years in business, he has generated continued growth, expanded the number of stores with new modern convenience stores while remaining an active and
strong supporter within his community.”

*Howie Glynn

In addition to his success as a business owner, Howie is also very involved with his community. He
is the President of both the Salem Historical Society and Arlington Pond Protective Association,
while also being a Board Member of the Salem Boys and Girls Club and the Salem Contractors
Association. Congratulations, Howie!

AGNE: ASSOCIATE OF THE YEAR
Associated Grocers of New England has been named the 2018 Associate of the Year by the Maine Grocers &
Food Producers Association (MGFPA). Criteria for this award are met based on an organization’s community
involvement and overall local impact. The MGFPA chose AGNE as this year’s recipient because of the
company’s “Community Connection” program. Since its inception in 2004, AG associates have donated over
$1.08 million to local non-profits that benefit veterans, fight against hunger, and aim to improve the overall
well-being of all individuals. Some of the receiving organizations include, but are not limited to, Camp Allen,
the Concord Boys & Girls Club, Special Olympics, the NH Food Bank and the Manchester Community Health
Center. Associated Grocers is honored to have been recognized for this award, but we are even prouder of all
that our associates do to give back.

POWER OF THE COOP
If you were to ask most people what they like about their job or what keeps them motivated, many
would list certain responsibilities, their coworkers, or perhaps even their salary. However, Josh
Button, AG’s Retail IT Program Group Manager, is fueled by a passion for the company’s business
model. As he says, “The Cooperative model lends itself to us providing excellent customer service
at every level, and for each and every individual in the Coop to understand that they are a part of
something which has a greater impact.”
Breaking a major Millennial stereotype, Josh has been with Associated Grocers for the past 11 years.
As a young adult with a love for technology, he initially applied to AG for a programming position,
but ended up with something very different. In fact, it was the words of a retailer that changed the
course of Josh’s career. On his first day, Josh was tasked with visiting a store to help install some
software, and the store owner called AG’s President & CEO of the time, Mike Bourgoine, to say he
*Josh Button
shouldn’t be a programmer, but rather in a position where he could truly thrive servicing the retailers
directly. The career change was unexpected and unwritten, but Josh was nonetheless excited to take on the challenge; from that
day forward, he dove head first into building what we now know as the Retail Technology department.
Fast forward over a decade later, and Josh’s passion for the Cooperative model has only continued to grow. He acknowledges
that while the grocery industry is product-based, the Cooperative itself is so much more than just moving that product. Rather,
it is built on service. “Whether or not we all realize it, we all play a role in the same Customer Service engine. From warehouse
selectors to buyers, stock clerks to cashiers, customer service is at the core of what we do everyday,” explains Josh. He
continues by stating that every time a customer reaches out with an issue, it should be treated as an opportunity to take the
ball and do the right thing. Consistent follow-through and communication between retailers, vendors, and even coworkers is
imperative to making the Cooperative successful. Josh explicitly expressed that it’s not about what our job is, how much we
like it or how well we do it. Rather, being a part of the Cooperative is all about being a part of something bigger; we are all more
than our job titles.
Josh ended with the following sentiment: “We are feeding America, helping to put dinner on the table while supporting tens of
thousands of jobs and all of the communities we serve in the process. Really can’t beat that.” You’re right, Josh, you really can’t.
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MEMBERS AND
CUSTOMERS
- Paul Greenan

As the final leaves fall from the trees, and we
get ready for the Holidays and the winter season, we welcome the following new customers to AG New England since March 2018.
From Massachusetts we welcome Richdale Market and Black Duck Market and Deli
in Newburyport; Bazaar Markets in Allston,
Newton, Framingham and Brookline; Brothers Liquor & Market in Attleboro; Waniewski
Farms in Feeding Hills; Nantucket Meat and
Fish in Nantucket; and Edgartown Meat and
Fish in Edgartown; as well as Leominster
Market (member) in Leominster; a conversion to membership of South End Food
Emporium in Boston; and changes of ownership at Savas Liquors in Lakeville; Cote’s
Market in Lowell; and Sconset Market in
Siasconset, Mass.
From Connecticut we welcome new member
Grist Mill Market in Moodus; Ledyard Market
in Ledyard; and a change of ownership at
Stonington Village Food in Stonington.
From Maine we welcome Nouria of Lewiston; Pinkham’s Gourmet of Boothbay; and
Moose Lake Market of Hartland; as well as
ownership changes at Anderson’s in Stockholm; Bingham General in Bingham; and
Monmouth Kwik Stop in Monmouth.
From New Hampshire we welcome Leo’s
One Stop of Claremont; Troy Deli and
Marketplace of Troy; Jakes Market and Deli
(new member) of Canaan; Alstead Village
Store (new member) of Alstead; and changes in ownership at Newport Meat Market
in Newport; Jake’s 5 Star of Keene; and
Greene’s Corner Market in Moultonborough.
In addition, Young’s General Store of Pittsburgh converted to membership.
From New York we welcome Dave’s Market
of Stephentown, N.Y.
From Pennsylvania we welcome Mahanoy
City Foodstore (conversion to membership)
of Mahanoy City.
From Rhode Island we welcome Village
Wine & Spirits of Hopkinton, R.I.

FROM MARCH – OCTOBER 2018, THESE ASSOCIATES
ACHIEVED 10 OR MORE YEARS OF SERVICE
John H. Stevens ..................... 41
Edward A. Gamache .............. 39
Normand G. Dusseault.......... 37
Armand R. Proulx ................... 37
George A. Provencher........... 32
William M. Hebert .................. 32
Brian Bellerose ....................... 32
Cynthia L. Corliss ................... 31
Lawrence R. Marcy ................ 31
Steve Murphy ......................... 31
Brian J. Bussiere ..................... 29
Christine A. Lyle ..................... 29
Cynthia L. Smith ..................... 29
Joanne F. Medel .....................28
Kevin M. Caikauskas.............. 27
Kevin P. Murray ...................... 26
Richard Wheeler .................... 26
Tamie Lacey ............................ 25
Richard A. Wheeler ................ 24
Daniel Johnston ..................... 24
David Dodge ........................... 23
Lionel C. Braz .......................... 23
Dana Bassett........................... 22
Wayne Lawyer ........................ 21
Janet Grout ............................. 21
Michael Violette .....................20
John Gallagher ....................... 19
James Driscoll ........................ 19
Paul Desmarais....................... 18
Deborah Demers .................... 18
Robert Kayler.......................... 18
Sarah Parker ........................... 17
Dzemal Salihovic.................... 17
John Gagnon .......................... 17
Linda A. Caron ........................ 16
Kevin Kistler............................ 16
Kelly Coco ............................... 16
William S. Hebert ................... 16
William Palin ........................... 15
Meho Mehic ............................ 15
Raymond Choate ................... 15
Marvin Sowers........................ 15
Luis Giler .................................. 15
Michelle Lambert ................... 14
Vasyl Tovtyn ............................ 14
Robert Fillis ............................. 14

Darcia Anderson .................... 14
Jorge Pineda........................... 14
Romeo Shank ......................... 14
Patrick Almasy ....................... 13
Bryan Mons ............................. 13
Stephen Felton....................... 13
Robert Bonenfant .................. 13
Ben Parker ............................... 13
Andrew Matott....................... 13
Abdelrazig Bashir................... 13
Ronald Winckler ..................... 13
Leonard Miner ........................ 13
Stephen Creed ....................... 13
Muostafa Y. Omar .................. 13
Lisa Wheeler ........................... 12
Glenn Rand.............................. 12
Marshall Field ......................... 12
Beth Maltzie............................ 12
Tracy L. Deane ........................ 12
Fred Bowles ............................ 12
Daniel Lisee ............................. 12
Trent Beshaw.......................... 12
Terrance Duquette ................ 12
Robert Cika ............................. 12
Nomi Mathews ....................... 12
James A. Lemieux.................. 12
Ashley Benoit ......................... 12
Brian Lemire............................ 12
Mark Roy ..................................11
Jason T. Carter.........................11
Laura Pabon .............................11
Theodore Begin.......................11
Blake Cloonen .........................11
Roland Verville ........................11
Joshua Button .........................11
James Gaudet .........................11
Michael Bugnacki ...................11
Jonathan S. Calligandes ....... 10
Paul Bolduc ............................. 10
Kenneth Brinkler .................... 10
John Farrin .............................. 10
Mark Archambault................. 10
Joyce Baribeau....................... 10
Ilijaz Babic ............................... 10
Samantha Olen....................... 10
Patricia Tropiano.................... 10
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want to remind and encourage Members
to let us know, through the annual nomination process, if you have an interest in
serving on the Board.
Additional subcommittees met in May,
and all had positive accomplishments
to report back to the Board. The Audit
Committee received a clean report from
the auditors, along with pointed recognition in regards to the preparedness
and proactive nature of AG Management. The Capital Structure Committee
successfully made their recommendations to the Board for the allocation of
Patronage distribution to Members for
the year ended March 31, 2018. I would
like to thank all of the Committee members for their diligence, and their very
challenging behind-the-scenes work to
ensure your Cooperative continues to
run smoothly.
The Annual Meeting was held on June
20th at Grace Capital Church, a great
neighbor to the Cooperative, as they
continue to allow us to hold our Annual
Meeting there. The meeting was called
to order and we thanked the Members
for their attendance. Following the
introductory speech, Steve Murphy,
CFO, gave the annual Treasurer’s report
for the FY 2018 Financial Statements.
Steve noted key highlights of the year,
reporting on sales, earnings and patronage at Associated Grocers, French
& Bean, ALC, AG Supermarkets, and the
recently acquired five stores in Vermont, under the AGS Vermont moniker.
Ed Rawson, SVP of Sales & Merchandising, also spoke at the Annual Meeting, giving the audience an update on
sales by subsidiary and geographic
area. Ed went on to overview key programs being offered by AG to our Membership and Affiliated customers. Ed
then reviewed major expansions and
remodels over the past year, including
one new “from the ground up” store,
which was City Market/Onion River
Coop in Burlington, Vermont.
Mike Violette, President and CEO,
delivered his President’s Message,
noting the many new Own Brands are
coming to our membership. Not only
does this include the transition from
Western Family and Shurfine to Topco, but it also consists of the more

recently introduced family brands and
brands that will be introduced in the
coming months. The fact that this has
been such a long process with a lot of
changes has not gone unnoticed. We
are confident that in the long run the
strength of many new offerings, coupled with the greater purchasing power
of the warehouses utilizing Topco, will
be a huge benefit for our membership.
As a part of his message, Mike also
reviewed the newly acquired corporate
stores in Jericho, Richmond, Shelburne,
Waterbury, & Johnson, Vermont, all of
which were previously owned by Mike
Comeau, a member of AGNE and former
Director.
Mike concluded his message by highlighting the continued strength of our
Members. Regardless of the tremendous changes in the business communities across the country, they consistently prove to be more nimble than any
of the big box retailers, and thus more
resilient. With their focus on excellent
customer service and strong support
of the local communities they serve,
Independent Retailers will continue to
be successful far into the future.
Following the Annual Meeting, the
Board had a brief meeting, electing two
Directors Emeriti for the 2018 - 2019
term; Thomas E. Bradbury and Terry P.
Appleby. We also welcomed two newly
elected Board Members; Andrew D.
Costello, owner of Bradford General
Store and more recently, P&L Country
Market, both in Maine, and Christopher
J. Crosby, of Crosby’s Markets, a seven
store Supermarket group in Massachusetts. Both new Board members
bring years of experience to the Board
and will be invaluable additions to the
team’s dynamic. The Board also voted
in the Corporate Officers for the 2018
– 2019 Term.
Under new business, the Board approved one new Member application,
Jake’s Market & Deli, located in Canaan, Hew Hampshire.
At the July Board meeting, the annual
election of Directors and Officers of
the Subsidiaries took place.
Also at this meeting, Steve Felton,
General Manager of the C-store division, gave a presentation to the

Board on the Convenience Store
group, highlighting the developments
in this segment of the business. The
many offerings we have available will
strengthen our existing C-store base,
as well as also allow us to expand that
base in the future.

on schedule or under budget!

Following the presentation, Steve
Murphy, CFO, presented the financial
results for the 1st quarter of the new
fiscal year, noting that although sales
were under budget, they continue to
stay ahead of prior year. Income before
patronage is running ahead of budget,
as well as the prior year for the 1st
quarter. Operating expenses were
under budget, while Other Income was
slightly over budget. The new AGS Vermont stores continue to perform well
and, although slightly below the sales
budget, produced a strong bottom line
in the first quarter. They exceeded
budget due to strong gross margins
and lower than budgeted payroll and
benefits costs.

Under new business, the Board approved
five new Member applications: Black Duck
Market, in Newburyport, MA, Jake’s Market
& Deli, in Enfield, NH, Leominster Market in
Leominster, MA, Savas Liquor in Lakeville,
ME and Young’s General Store, in Pittsburg,
NH.

Discussions were also held on the possibility
of installing solar energy at the warehouse,
as energy costs continue to increase. This
is something that we will actively stay on
top of, as the energy market is constantly
changing, and costs continue to rise.

Lastly, we just returned from our October
Board Retreat, which included a road trip
to a number of Member stores in Vermont,
including the newly acquired corporate
stores purchased by your Cooperative
from a former Member last winter. These
stores, along with the other stores we
visited, clearly demonstrate that independents know how to stand tall against any
and all competition. If you happen to be in
Vermont for business or pleasure, please
make a point of stopping by at least one
of these new stores--you will find it to be
time well spent!

At the July meeting we also welcomed
the following new Members: South End
Food Emporium in Boston, MA, Grist Mill
Market in Moodus, CT, and Mahoney
City Food Stores in Mahoney City, PA-our first member store in that state!

Speaking of the new corporate stores,
Mike Evans, Vice President and General
Manager of AG Supermarkets Vermont,
presented to the Board the financial
performance of each store in the group,

At the September Board meeting,
Peter Vail, our recently hired Vice
President of Procurement and Merchandising, joined the meeting and was
introduced to the Board. Peter brings
with him over 30 years of retail food experience, most recently with Meijer in
Grand Rapids Michigan, where he was
Vice President of Produce, Deli & Bakery, after working with Hannaford Bros.
for the majority of his earlier career. We
are excited to welcome Peter, and we
are certain he will bring his knowledge
to this area of the business, and take it
to the next level!
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We had a hot and humid summer, which
was good for our business, but takes its
toll on our warehouse and transportation
folks. They did a great job throughout
the summer, getting the job done and
taking care of our customers. The end of
summer was particularly challenging for
our warehouse associates, as we were
short-handed when much of our summer
help returned to college in mid-August. It
was a difficult spring and summer to hire
full-time warehouse help and we had to
use more summer help than we typically
do. Our warehouse associates worked
some very long days and weeks to get
the job done. I cannot thank them enough

The September meeting included a review of the existing corporate stores,
referencing the challenges faced in
both Goffstown and Wolfeboro, NH;
the extensive and ongoing road and
sidewalk construction has proven to
be a real detriment to sales. This is
something so many of our retailers will
have to inevitably endure, and I have
yet to see one of these projects finish
continued on 5
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including key programs and product assortments. He complimented the Board
on how smoothly the transition went from
being a Member Retailer to part of AG
Supermarkets, and that he truly thanks AG
for being so welcoming to all associates at
all five stores.
Following the presentation, Steve Murphy,
CFO, presented the financial results for
the 2nd quarter of the fiscal year, noting
that although sales were still slightly under
budget, they continue to stay ahead of
prior year. Income before patronage continued to stay ahead of budget in the 2nd
quarter, in large part due to strong gross
margins and keeping operating expenses
below budget. Other Income was slightly
under budget in the 2nd quarter, but just
ahead of budget YTD. The new AGS Vermont stores continue to perform well and
although slightly below the sales budget,
they produced a strong bottom line that
exceeded budget in the 2nd quarter. Overall, it was a very successful summer for AG,
the most financially important time of the
year for making our bottom line numbers!
Once again, it is great to be serving as your
Board Chairman and I’m truly excited about
the many ways in which we continue to
strive to exceed your expectations in this
ever-changing retail environment.
Best wishes to all our Members.
From your Board of Directors

for their hard work and commitment to
AG and to our Retailers. I am happy to
share that we have been successful in
hiring the people we needed and we are
working on getting them fully trained.
I am sure you have heard the news of
the shortage of truck drivers throughout the country. We have been fortunate that we have been able to remain
fully staffed with AG drivers; however,
we have been significantly impacted by
the shortage of drivers who deliver our
incoming freight. This has caused many
of our inbound deliveries to be delayed,
which has in turn greatly affected our
service levels. We have increased our inventory levels to minimize some of this
impact, but with dated product, we are

SMALL-PACK
PRODUCE
The Small-Pack Produce Program was
designed to enable retailers to keep
shelves from going stale and to continue
product movement by introducing the
ability to buy product in smaller quantities. Not only is the product made to order
to ensure freshness, but it’s also packed
in quantities suitable for quick and easy
turnaround at store level. It’s ease and
effectiveness has made interest in the
program grow across all retailers. In fact,
first year results showed an 18% increase
in cases ordered over the previously in
place program. This upward momentum
has only continued, as YTD FY 2019 sales
show an additional 25% increase in cases
sold. Because of the program’s success,
it is being expanded to include re-packing
meat items, too, to reduce waste and
maximize profit. With any program, but
particularly newly initiated ones, Associated Grocers is always looking for feedback; we would love to hear from retailers
on different items that they would like to
see part of this program.

limited on how much additional product
we can hold.
This driver shortage has also had a
severe impression on the cost of freight.
We will continue to do all we can to
minimize the impact of these additional
freight costs.
The other challenge we are facing with
transportation is the cost of fuel. I am
sure you have noticed that fuel costs
have risen and are remaining high; we
are currently paying nearly $1.00 more
per gallon for diesel than we were a
year ago. We have been able to avoid
increasing our fuel surcharge thus far,
but we are nearing the top of our threshold. We have been trying to secure a
continued on back page
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favorable fuel contract, but so far, have been unsuccessful. We
will keep trying.

WHAT DO ALASKA,
AUSTRALIAN FARMS
AND AG’S FOOD SHOW
HAVE IN COMMON?

CHANGE:
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Over the last couple of months, we began the conversion to Food
Club items to replace the Shurfine products
As the tape recorder glitches,
that we are no longer able to buy. We will be
Rebecca says, “You would make a
really bad spy.” Laughter ensues
moving forward with this conversion more
and the air just feels more comrapidly this fall, so it can be expected that
fortable. This isn’t unusual for
Rebecca though—putting people
Food Club items will be appearing at a
at ease. Her bubbling smile and
more accelerated rate. This process has
positive charm are contagious,
been very challenging for both our retail
and they help to create an instant
connection. This charisma has
customers and our procurement departments,
served her well throughout her
as this process requires tremendous attention to detail
three years at AG, and is one of
*Rebecca Mertz
the primary reasons coworkers
and includes numerous variables that we cannot control.
and
customers
alike
love
to
work
with
her.
The process is complicated even further by the rapidly
Raised on a farm in Alaska for the first ten years of her life, she’s been no
changing environment of private brand suppliers. Packstranger to hard work and an organic lifestyle. In fact, she attributes her
passion for organic and specialty foods in part to her childhood in the Great
ers of private label products are continuing to put more
North. “I’ve been around agriculture and good food my whole life,” tells
and more pressure on wholesalers and retail chains, by
Rebecca. “After I graduated high school I went backpacking in Australia for
increasing the minimum production run requirements,
six months, working on organic farms.” There’s no doubt her early exposure
to self-sustained living and bit of wanderlust triggered her passion for all
which limits SKU assortment. I would like to thank our
things organic.
customers for their patience and understanding, as
Rebecca’s professional journey began in retail. Prior to coming to AG she
we continue with the process. I also want to thank
worked for five years at a local Health Food Store as Assistant Manager and a
buyer for Grocery and Supplements, gaining great experience in wholesale/bulk
our procurement team for their hard work and
buying of natural products. Interestingly enough, she had no intentions of leavprecise detail-orientation during this conversion.
ing that job. She explains, “I was happy where I was, but completely by chance
Although we are all facing some immediate frusI saw a posting from AG as a Junior Buyer in the Specialty Category. Had the job
not been in that field I never would have applied.” She related the entire process
trations, it is important to remember that we will
to fate, as her first day was only three weeks after an initial interview.
be in a far better place when the conversion to
Two years in to her career at AG she was promoted from Junior Buyer to Buyer,
Food Club is complete. Many of the challenges
and her passion for the specialty/organics category has only continued to
grow.
When asked about her favorite part of her job, Rebecca was quick to
we have had with the Shurfine brands will only
discuss this passion: “It’s not only the products themselves and the stories
get worse, as more wholesalers move away
behind them, but I enjoy teaching people, too, and explaining why something is
a really cool product.”
from the Shurfine label.
Rebecca’s support of and belief in what she does made her an easy pick to be
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Our Corporate Store Groups have had a successful first half of the
fiscal year. Our Legacy Group, AG Supermarkets, just missed their sales
budget but have exceeded their budget for net income. They have consistently exceeded prior year’s performance as well. Our new group,
AG Supermarkets Vermont, is off to a great start, too. Similar to the
Legacy Group, the Vermont stores also just missed their sales budget, but exceeded their budget for net income. I would like to thank
the associates from the AGS-VT group for such a smooth transition,
along with their openness and support of the change.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Since the last issue of the Distributor published in March, your Board
has worked on a number of important
issues. At the May Board meeting,
Company CFO, Steve Murphy, presented the financial results for the
year ending March 31, 2018. Especially
noted was that the consolidated sales
increased by 2.6% over the prior year
and net income (before patronage and
taxes) increased 26.8%, for a total of
$4,441,831. Returns to the Members in
the form of patronage, was $3.5 million,
which was an increase of 32.8% over the
prior year. As the results showed, it was another strong financial year for your company,
and just as importantly, it was a year of very
consistent performance. We are also proud to
share that the value of Class B stock rose once
again, increasing by $5.00 per share in FY 2018,
to $218 per share. This is the 11th year in a row
that Class B stock has increased!

Both Corporate Store Groups have been greatly impacted by
The May meeting began with a moment of silence
road construction projects. Sully’s Goffstown has been hit by a
in
memory of Richard Delay, a former Member of AG
major downtown project for nearly two years now. The project is
and longtime Director, who had recently passed away.
thankfully nearing completion and we will now focus on growing
Then a number of subcommittees reported to the
the business we have lost, as some shoppers have shifted to
Board, one of which was the Nominating Committee.
They noted that several excellent candidates came forshopping at other, more convenient locations. Harvest Market
ward
to apply for four open Board positions in June. After
of Wolfeboro was impacted the entire spring, and after taking
the Committee’s extensive interviews, thorough deliberaa break for the summer season, construction is resuming
tions and consideration of other critical factors, the Board
this fall. The most recent construction project, near the
accepted four recommendations
Shelburne Market in Vermont, has also proven to be a great
to present to the Membership
Committee at the June Annual
detriment to their sales. This was originally supposed to be
Meeting; included in these four
a two week project that has taken on a life of its own due
recommendations were two new
to unforeseen complications. Although this has signifimembers who had never previously
cantly impacted sales, our teams have pressed on and
served on the Board. It is always
promising to see such qualified candicontinue to produce excellent results.
continued on page 3

dates apply for these positions as they
become available. As your Chairman, I
continued on page 2
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In closing, I would like to thank our associone of the AG Food Show’s new co-chairs alongside Jon Calligandes, Senior Meat
Buyer. When prior co-chairs, Lenny Miner and Christine Letares were asked about
ates for their participation in volunteerism
their decision to nominate Rebecca and Jon, they were quick to answer. The show
and fundraising events. AG associates
needed a new set of eyes, and between Jon’s experience with AG and its customers and Rebecca’s creative and refreshing demeanor, it was an exciting opportunity
have recently participated in the NH Food
for them to tackle together.
Bank Mac Off, the United Way Day of
In speaking about the show, Rebecca said, “Lenny and Christine have been really
Caring, Making Strides Cancer Walk and
great stewards of it, and gave it to us functioning really well. Jon and I were able to
Real Men Wear Pink. Our associate’s
just pick it up and run with it, and just try to make it a little more modern.”
Even
within their first year of show-coordination, Jon and Rebecca have
willingness to give back to our combeen able to do just that. Aside from rebranding the Food Shows as
munities is one of the many things
“CORE” (Cooperatively Owned Retail Expo) they have introduced upgraded
item cases, implemented sponsorship packages for the first time and wel- CORE
that make me so proud to work for
comed guests upon arrival with customer bags. Continuing with the modern
AG. Thank you all for all you do!
trend, Rebecca and Jon sent out online surveys to receive instant and orga-

It’s hard to imagine that the summer and second
quarter are behind us, bringing us halfway through
the fiscal year! I am happy to report that although
we have trailed behind our sales budget, we remain
ahead of prior year sales and have exceeded our
*Mike Violette
budget for net income. I am very optimistic that
our sales will continue to grow and we will close the gap on our sales budget shortfall. I am also very confident that we will maintain, if not grow,
our positive variance over budgeted net income.
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nized feedback about the show. Based on the snapshot of responses alone, it’s already
evident that their hard work is paying off, and that the new generation of AG’s food shows
are here.
There is no doubt Rebecca Mertz is a shining star at Associated Grocers. She has flourished
over these past few years, proving her dependability and exponential potential in building
strong relationships with others. She is an asset to the procurement department as well as
the company as a whole, and it will be exciting to see where her professional evolution takes
her next.
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